Tahlia’s Masks
Covid-19 Mask Sewing Instructions
Materials: Light cotton fabric for mask and lining; medium‐weight, iron‐on interfacing; 1
pipe cleaner; 2 large hair ties.
Print pattern and cut out.
With right sides together, layer 4 pieces of fabric. (The 2 for the lining could be different
fabric). Lay pattern on top and cut 4 mask pieces.
2 are the lining. 2 are the front.

Layer 2 pieces of iron‐on interfacing, right sides together. Fold pattern along dotted line
and cut 2 iron‐on interfacing pieces from the front part of the pattern.

Iron interfacing onto lining pieces, matching the shape.

With right sides together, sew lining mask pieces together along front curved edge.
With right sides together, sew front mask pieces together along front curved edge.

Layer front mask and lining mask pieces right sides together, paying attention to orient
the top sides together. Pin edges to secure.

Stitch, leaving a gap open at the bottom.

Turn the mask right side out, by pulling through bottom opening. Using a pencil will help
to get the corners completely turned out.

Iron mask.
Cut a pipe cleaner in half.

Push it inside the mask up to the nose bridge. Centre it on the centre of the mask.
Pin in place and stich on outside to hold in place.

Fold edges of bottom opening in. Pin together and stitch closed.

Either use 2 hair ties or cut two pieces of narrow elastic (no more than 1 cm wide) to 18
cm in length, overlap 3 cm and stitch into circle. Add hair tie or elastic circle by folding
fabric 2.5 cm over it.

Sew to secure.

Finished.

Note that this mask is not a personal‐protection, surgical‐grade mask. It does not stop
you from catching respiratory diseases such as covid‐19, but is another tool to use to
protect yourself and others along with washing hands regularly, not touching your face,
staying home unless you must go out and maintaining a 1.5 – 2 metre distance from
others. The mask will help stop you spreading the disease if you happen to have it and
don’t know it.
Instructions for wearing:
Once the mask is on, do not touch it or any other part of your face.
Try not to take it on and off during an outing.
When taking the mask off, do not touch the front of the mask, only the elastic.
After use, wash immediately in warm soapy water, and wash your hands as you do so.
Further information.
US Centre for Disease Control: Use of Cloth Face Coverings to Help Slow the Spread of
COVID‐19.
Instructions for wearing and making simpler (though not as comfortable) masks.
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019‐ncov/prevent‐getting‐sick/diy‐cloth‐face‐coverings.html

